
Responses from CSE & Britain’s GCHQ

CBC’s questions to CSE:

Did CSE alert UC Web Inc. about how leaky and vulnerable its UC browser? If not, why?

What is CSE’s obligation to protect Canadians from vulnerabilities they find in mobile apps or 
the internet infrastructure in general?

In the U.S., the Office of the Director of National Intelligence has said there’s a process in place 
for deciding when to share vulnerabilities and when to exploit them for national security 
purposes. Does Canada have such a process?

How much did CSE tap into the vulnerabilities detected in the connections with mobile app 
servers and in UC Web in particular?

What success stories did CSE or the other Five Eyes have in exploiting those vulnerabilities that
might justify putting millions of users at risk? 

CSE’s response to CBC:

CSE is mandated to collect foreign signals intelligence to protect Canada and Canadians from a
variety of threats to our national security, including terrorism. CSE’s foreign signals intelligence 
has played a vital role in uncovering foreign-based extremists’ efforts to attract, radicalize, and 
train individuals to carry out attacks in Canada and abroad.
                                                                  
CSE does not direct its foreign signals intelligence activities at Canadians or anywhere in 
Canada.
 
Under its cyber security mandate, CSE helps protect and secure Government of Canada and 
other important Canadian computer and information networks.  CSE’s role includes providing 
advice, guidance and services to government departments on a wide range of IT security 
issues.
 
CSE cannot comment further on operations, methods or capabilities, as that would constitute a 
breach of the Security of Information Act. 
 
The independent CSE Commissioner scrutinizes CSE’s activities. The CSE Commissioner has 
never found CSE to have acted unlawfully, and has noted CSE’s respect for the privacy of 
Canadians.
 



GCHQ’s response to CBC: 

" It is longstanding policy that we do not comment on intelligence matters.  Furthermore,  all of 
GCHQ's work is carried out in accordance with a strict legal and policy framework, which 
ensures that our activities are authorised, necessary and proportionate, and that there is 
rigorous oversight, including from the Secretary of State, the Interception and Intelligence 
Services Commissioners and the Parliamentary Intelligence and Security Committee.  All our 
operational processes rigorously support this position. In addition, the UK's interception regime 
is entirely compatible with the European Convention on Human Rights."


